The Simplest Link to All
Your Business Partners.
Modern Quality Processes
with Babtec Qube.

Connected to All Your Business Partners
The digitalization and networking of processes across company
boundaries constitute some of the major challenges for modern
quality management. Global supply chains and an increasing
supplier share in manufacturing products mean that new directions must be taken in successful partnerships between customers and suppliers.
Babtec Qube is a cloud-based platform which you can use to link
your company with your business partners to ensure that quality
processes are digitalized for all companies in the chain. After registering on the platform, as many relationships as needed can
be established between participating business partners. This

creates a network of equal partners in a variety of supply chains.
This in turn enables you to cooperate with your business partners
on a totally new level.
All participants work in smart web applications within the Qube.
These web applications can be accessed via a web browser at any
time. High standards in accordance with European law and the
latest encryption technology for transfer ensure that your data is
secure. Using our connectors, you can also connect your local
BabtecQ software to the Qube. This enables you to share quality
activities straight from the software with your business partners.

Digitalization of processes shortens the communication path immensely. It has never been
easier to jointly process quality data between companies. Babtec Qube unites you and your
business partners on a single platform.
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Business partners connect with each other in Babtec Qube, regardless of whether they run BabtecQ or not, thus creating a network of
equal partners.
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Smart Solutions for Quality Processes
Babtec Qube enables you to work together with your partners in
a transparent manner. All entries are made and documents are
processed in a private, protected area, whether these are carried
out by you or your business partners. Each participant makes
their own decision on which data will actually be synchronized
with the business partner. Both parties have constant access to
the approved status of the process. The protracted, unstructured
email exchanges and telephone calls which are usually required
until results are attained become a thing of the past.

Babtec Qube provides the right tools in the cloud for cooperation
across companies. For instance, digital goods inspections can be
delegated to a supplier so that faulty goods do not even make it
off their premises. Unnecessary logistics costs for faulty goods
and losing time with replacement deliveries is thus avoided. If a
complaint arises nonetheless, then this complaint can be jointly
processed as well. Good cooperation leads to a positive supplier
assessment, which is automatically shared with your supplier
digitally. In addition, smart communications in the Qube promote targeted exchanges between users at any time.

From smart communications and recording inspection data to processing complaints and
assessing suppliers: Take cooperation in quality management to a completely new level.
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Quality Comes From Connection
Modern production is characterized by close connections between companies. This is an agile network in which each business
partner contributes to the quality of the products. Connecting a
number of customers and suppliers via different channels, however, often complicates targeted communication.

as well as across companies. Because communication usually
doesn’t follow regulations: Communication is personal, individual,
not necessarily transparent for outsiders and therefore often
cannot be measured. Effective exchanges between business partners require expedient, structured and transparent documentation from the start.

This also makes it all the more challenging to bring structure to
diverse and unstructured communication content, both internally

Targeted exchanges via the Qube allow you to promote communication and cooperation both
internally as well as across companies.
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Qube.SPOT supports companies in continuously improving effective communication.
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The Universal Communications Tool
Qube.SPOT allows you to share and edit general tasks and actions
with your employees and business partners. Smart communications using spots enables a quick and easy exchange of information and solution finding that prevents quality problems before
they occur and ensures that no opportunities are lost.
Spots can be used in any process phase: Whether for ideas, tasks or
actions to govern work procedures or for process optimization:
users choose what they want to use the service for. If, for example,
a deviation is found during a supplier audit, agreed corrective
measures can be initiated directly and shared with the supplier for
mutual processing.

Knowing the processing status at any time and knowing what to
do next is what enables good and targeted communications. And
thanks to the chronological documentation of processing steps,
spot participants that join the project at a later time can be
brought up to speed quickly and without the aid of third parties.
The operation is similar to well-known, personal communication
tools. With the aid of the smartphone’s camera, users can capture
and document defects quickly and easily and share them with
other participants.

Using Qube.SPOT, companies improve the quality of their products and processes together and
preventively, ensuring cooperation at eye level.
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Transparent and universally usable: Create a
spot, add the required employees, suppliers
or customers and start processing.
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Inspection Orders
Make inspection orders available to your suppliers via the cloud
with ease and security using Qube.CHECK. The supplier works
directly in the Qube, where he can take his goods through the
inspection controlled by the customer. Thus, the crucial incoming
goods inspection is transferred from the customer’s incoming
goods department to the supplier’s outgoing goods department.
The system goes through the inspection step by step so that data
can be recorded precisely and in a detailed manner. The result is

sent to the customer, who can then quickly decide how the order
process should continue.
Qube.CHECK can also be deployed for many different purposes
within a single company. For example, it can be used as a mobile
inspection station for inspecting large systems, even if there is no
power supply or network connection. Inspection data can be recorded immediately on a tablet or smartphone, using the inspection order, online or offline.

Qube.CHECK promotes the digitalization of internal and external quality processes and thus
enables a continuous flow of information in the supply chain.
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Delegate inspection orders so that they
can be inspected in your supplier’s outgoing goods department.
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Complaint Processing
Up until now, complaints have been sent back and forth via PDF
or made available in portals, but now they can be fully processed
within the cloud – free of media disruptions that get in the way
of an efficient collaboration.

documented in a digital 8D report. You and your supplier work on
a common document together. Comment and feedback functions
and a complete history support communication and reinforce
cooperation.

Initiate complaints and share all relevant data with your suppliers
at the push of a button using Babtec Qube. Status reports tell you
whether your supplier has received the complaint and has already
begun processing. The complaint process is carried out according
to an accepted and structured standard, the 8D method, and is

If your supplier also has a BabtecQ system, both partners work
together in their BabtecQ as normal and share complaint data
with each other via the Qube.

Process complaints together with your business partners. You can share results with each other
with just one click.
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Guided processing of complaints, in
accordance with the 8D method.
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Supplier Assessment
Supplier assessments can be published digitally with great ease
via the Supplier Cockpit. The foundation for successful supplier
development is thus laid, specifically in view of the obligations
from the new DIN EN ISO 9001:2015.
You no longer need to send reports in paper format. You can share
the current status of your assessments, including the relevant
comments and details, at the push of a button. You and your
connected suppliers get a convenient dashboard, which can be
used to access all published and past assessments.

The progress of current key figures, over the course of the past
few years or another time period, is shown along with the current
key figures themselves. Your supplier can thus track their performance constantly. The Qube also offers a feedback function to
the suppliers. All accompanying comments are documented to
facilitate thorough and transparent communication.

Create more transparency with continuous supplier assessments. It’s as easy as ABC with digital
publication via Babtec Qube.
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Quick and easy via the Qube: Share your
supplier assessments with your business
partner.
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Promote Quality –
Together With Your
Business Partners.
Join the network and use the Qube to digitalize
quality processes together with your customers
and suppliers. For further information on our
cloud services, please visit our website:
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